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About This Content

CONTAINER PRODUCTS – 20/40FT DRY VAN CONTAINERS

Some months ago, when I was walking around a large shipping terminal in Waigaoqiao, Shanghai, I saw many colourful
containers stacked together - which came from all over the world - looking like towering blocks of beautiful skyscrapers. From
that time, I planned to make and place these cool iron boxes into my favorite simulator, making our experiences more awesome

and more realistic.

Now, you will get a total of 10 styles of 20ft and 40ft dry van containers in your railroad world. You are able to carry them by
X2K double-stack container well wagons.

Features Include:
- 10 styles.

- Normal Maps.
- Weathered.

X2K DOUBLE-STACK CONTAINER WELL WAGONS
If you intend to travel between Shanghai and Beijing by train, maybe you'll pass a train with double-stacked containers - chances

are it will be these, as the X2 series well wagons are the only double-stack container wagons in China.

The X2 series double-stack container well wagon is specially designed to carry container traffic. Once a X2 wagon equips ZK6
bogies, it’s called “X2K”, and its max speed is up to 120 km/h.
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Three colors of X2K wagons are included, which should be mixed in a long train for a more realistic effect!

Features Include:
- Normal Maps.

- Weathered.
- Rear Sign Light.
- Load Product.
- LOD System.
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Children of the Nile is one of the best games ever invented, believe me. Brilliantly created, it combines complex concepts of
strategy and, at the same time, has a great and unforgetable atmosphere that puts you right into the spirit of egypt, and you love
the music, the light and the pace of the game as no other game based in egypt did until Children of the Nile. Worth every penny!
Worth the time, great game!!. Disclosure: I participated in the closed beta for the game and was given a free copy for it.

If you were a fan of shooters like quake, tribes and unreal tournament, and have been looking for a vr shooter that moves as fast
- I highly recommend this game.

Oval provides a really fun and fast paced first person shooter experience with quick fluid motion and high flying acrobatics.
So far, the gameplay is pretty basic with a capture and hold game mode with a few weapons available. The main feature is the
locomotion system which has you hovering on skates and using thrusters on your elbows to direct your motion. The hover skates
let you move around pretty fast and with momentum and with the designs of the official maps, you can use this momentum to
zoom around and even fly above opponents while you shoot them. Additionally, on your off hand, you have a booster which
gives an extra thrust in the direction you point your controller, allowing for quick changes in direction or just more speed in the
direction you're already moving. Together, this locomotion system allows you to go really fast, make really cool moves and get a
great arena FPS feeling, without feeling motion sick!

The developer has been very responsive in discord and takes a lot of suggestions from the community and implements them
very quickly. At this stage, I have had a lot of fun playing and foresee a lot more fun in the future with more maps and game
modes to come.

The developer has also implemented a skill tree with different abilities. So far, I find that these give you a few options for
different achievements and playstyle without giving players with more hours superpowers. So far, they are pretty well balanced.

In all, a great little shooter with a lot of potential for growth especially with user created maps.. Cleverly incorporates how
people used to play the books; that you would keep a finger in the page you came from and if you died, you would go back and
make another decision rather than give up the whole thing over one bad move, or poor turn of luck.

● There are other Fighting Fantasy books on Steam, but they are much straighter ports of the books, with page turning and dice
based combat - good in their own way too. But this has the original illustrations, but also opens it out to make it more of a board
game experience.

● Unlike other FF ports, you have an actual combat system here, some fun dice games, and a very large array of spells. Also it
being in four parts lends it an epic scale the regular books don't have. And moving the character physically on the map, gives the
text a sense of context as a journey.. If I were to describe Spheritis in a single word, I would probably call it "hopeful". I would
also be inclined to call it "convoluted", which is unfourtunately the word that stands out to me.

Spheritis is a game in the same vein as Ballance, Aerox, Monkey Ball and a good number of others. In these games you roll a
ball around a stage, solving puzzles and watching as the natural flow of the level either provides the feeling of speeding along
rolling hills or the curves of a racetrack, or sends you off the side and into oblivion. Most games of this ball-rolling genre have
one or the other, but more often they are a mix.

Currently, Spheritis is halfway there, by which I mean it's slow. No matter which type of ball you're using, the control always
feels like it's giving into the terrain more than your keyboard, and I often find them sliding further than I wanted them to even
when I don't have to deal with ice, as if they're all made of heavy stone. Granted, this isn't all that much of a problem in the end,
but it can be annoying.

Next, the levels, and this is where "convoluted" comes into it. In each level you are required to press a number of switches that
will open the exit portal, avoiding traps and other hazards along the way. To do this you are afforded six different powerups - so
far I have found Jump, Speed, Levitate and Shrink. Might edit this review once I find the other two - that will help you reach
those switches. At first it doesn't sound like a problem, but having to go back and forth across the level, finding the wood ball
workshop to be light enough to boost over the gap to get the shrink powerup to then get that button at the other end of the map
but oh wait... crushy trap in the way. I need to go back to change to a steel ball in order to get through.
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Convoluted. That word is the bane of many games, but this type I feel suffers more from it. Ball-rolling (or whatever the actual
name for the genre is) games need to have a certain flow to them in order to stay fun. Ballance did this perfectly, which each
part of the level leading onto the next. The puzzles still needed to be solved, but it really felt like you were getting somewhere
once you did so. In its current state, Spheritis will have you backtracking again and again, looking for where you left that stone
ball workshop so that the spikes won't kill you. There are also bonus stars to find in each level, though right now I don't really
see what they add other then something to have an achievement for.

Now for the "hopeful" side. Spheritis looks like it has potential, definitely. While the level designs could do with some more
imagination, and the mechanics given a few tweaks here or there, I do think some of the groundwork and developer skill is
evident so far. Especially given the fact that this is just one person who has made this entire game so far. I... wouldn't say buy it
just yet - although at just \u00a35.00, that's pretty cheap to be fair - but keep an eye on it. It could be a worthy addition to the
genre given time.. Letters are nice
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I have been following the development of this series for a while. Yes there are problems with the game, yes the graphics are
bad, and yes it is much different in terms of what challenger was. The thing is that the game is being developed by two guys,
ones a teacher/professor. He is very open to suggestions and always requests bug reports, especially if they are game-breaking
because he will fix them ASAP. The game has come along way since the original concept demo, which was fun. The one thing,
for the most part, the developers will not leave the game like others have done with other titles. They will keep at, even though it
might take a while for the next version to come. Now a lot of people that helped test challenger have said many realisitc
mechanics of the game have been taken out. This could be for many reasons on a development point or they kinda made it
easier for newcomers to get used to the game.

Pros:
COOP with friends
More freedom than Challenger
Active devs who respond to suggestion and bug reports

Cons
Some game breaking bugs -(reported and are being fixed)
Bad graphics for today's gaming market (Made by two people over a number of years, and graphics don't really make games.
Look at minecraft.
Less realism than challenger, but really doesn't take away from gameplay fun.

Overall the game does have a lot to go through. The price is fair, I mean I bought the whole series for $30 before Frontier was
even on a computer and for just $10 you will be getting what you pay for and in the future you will be rewarded with bug fixes
and what not. The devs will not abandon this title until the bugs are fixed and there might be more content.

If you want to talk directly to Devs and submit bug reports their forum is:

http://hyperkat.com/scratchbox/index.php. This game's true ending hits you like an anti-matter bomb and makes you feel like
brooding in a bathtub for a month.
She deserved better than this.. This game is a unique gem. It is unlike any other game, and yet is very satisfying. It's easy to get
lost (litterally) in the exponential world of Hyperogue, and if you like exploration and discovery, it might be for you.

Collecting the sheer mass of badges is extremely fullfilling and watching your kill counters and trophies rise is the main drive
for gameplay.

Really great game, I would definitelly recommend.. Simple but kind of addictive shoot-em-up arcade game.

Since this is an early access game, please treat this review the same way - it was reviewed on the basis of the game I purchased
on the 26th of July 2016.

The game is a straight forward shoot-em-up game, you get two guns you can pick up at the start of the game, and then the game
lets you shoot robots that during the game looks exactly the same all the time. They all stand still on platforms. Eventually you
get some shields you can "hide and dive" behind, but you can accidentally blow those up yourself as well.

At the time of writing this review, this is all there is to the game, there's this voice that will tell you how fantastic you are while
hitting those robots, and each "level" consist of new pods to stand on, sometimes higher, sometimes closer and sometimes lower
- but essentially the same design each level. The game doesn't seem to have any leaderboards or scoreboards at the moment,
except for one long continous score that keeps increasing, even after you lost your 4 hearts.

Pros:

- Simple, entertaining shooter that even your smallest kids can be in on.
- Low priced, arcade style game.
- Lag free, no glitches, all real time. I'm GUESSING this one would even work with low end graphics cards.
- Potential to become a great shooter, it's an EARLY access game after all.
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Cons:

- Seems like an early Beta.
- Repetitive with little new added to each level.
- No scoreboards, not even local.
- Increasing score, you don't get a chance to start from scratch.
- There's no menus (at least I can't find them) so it's basically just shoot-and-go-and-repeat.

. Pretty nice and atmospheric game/. I can't recommend a game that has such a high possibility of causing RSI.. Adictive game
10/10
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